Here is my detailed review for the help I received on ISB applications… Expertise for ISB Admissions. Experts’ Global really understand the nuances of the ISB application process, the PGP details, the attitude of the adcom members, the program offerings, the academics and co-curriculars at ISB etc. For professional help, all GMAT coaching classes provide this service at cost. Other than that there are number of application only based services which will charge you by number of applications- these services will include essays & interview preps. For the easiest & cheapest- google stuff :) Hope this helps. Book review help is something you might need if you lack knowledge of a specific topic or simply do not possess necessary skills. A book review is meant to describe, evaluate and analyze the given topic. This type of paper represents a summary of your own point of view regarding the specific piece of writing. There are some basic tips that might help you to write a book review. An introduction should include some of the important suggestions made by the author of the book. You should specify whether the author ignored or missed something important concerning the subject discussed. Furthermore, you should determine whether the concepts and theories used in the book are well defined by the author.